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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

Background the Problem 

When I was child, I always inspired from colors. They fascinates me and attracts me so much. 

From my early age I was practicing Art. To play with colors and to make random forms was the 

only hobby for me, they relaxes me and I feel complete that time, I have experienced many bad 

tragedies in my life. I need something through which I can express my experiences, with what I 

would be spiritually connected. Colors are one of the greatest sources which have that power to 

heal us from our inner side and feel us complete. But whenever I visits exhibitions or galleries I 

always observed other artists artwork. I always inspired from the colors, forms, motion, and 

rhythm of that artworks. When I got admission in Art school I was introduced by one of the form 

of art and that is Abstraction which allows us full freedom of creativity. It’s a very unique and 

fascinating phase that allows us to mingle reality and our imagination at the same platforms. But 

still there is something missing which I have to investigate and want to explore more. 

Problem Statement  

The purpose of my study is to investigate and to find out the answers of my questions which always 

encourages me to explore more that, how other artists do abstract work? What makes them inspire 

is there are also some bad memories just like I have? What they meant by colors which they use 

in their paintings? How can I do this kind of art work so it could also help me to heal from my 

inner side? What makes them spiritually connected with their work. I want to explore more about 

the inspirations and the bonding with their materials, either historical artists or contemporary 

artists. How have different abstract artists incorporated or utilized the concept of spirituality within 
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Their work?  

 

Theoretical framework  

The theoretical framework of my research report is based on the abstraction, spiritualty 

inspirations, memories, colors, forms, and motions of different abstract artists either contemporary 

or from history. I am investigating color field artists both from history and present. The power of 

colors and its effects on us. Exploration of deepest and most authentic motive for making ART the 

“internal necessity” that implies artist to create as spiritual impulses and audience to admire ART 

as spiritual hunger. And their beliefs in spirituality and how they paint for their inner wholeness.   

 

 Significance of study 

I think my research report could also benefits other younger artist who have same kind of interests 

and also for other people to learn more about spirituality and abstraction. It can help them to get 

knowledge more about different meanings of colors, materials and inspirations. Both types of 

people artists or non-artists could get chance to learn about different strategies and basics so they 

can also apply them to their work. It could be an answers to some one’s other questions. After 

exploring and investigating different artists I got my answers. In future I would like to investigate 

more than this report will help me. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Literature Review 

The Abstraction means “distortion”, to distort reality. Abstraction is the heart of thoughts a mode 

of action, a way of putting things or elements together and to a form of construction. There is a 

fundamental distinction between “a mental state” and “the function of that state” analogizing this 

to distinction between “the heart” as the “thing” and “the work done by that thing” and its value 

for the organism. As the making of something abstract into something more concrete or real. 

Dewey describes abstraction through the example of a child selecting all the red objects from a 

collection thereby disregarding “shapes, size and material” The surroundings affects artists to do 

such kind of art either they are living in the situation where they are happy or in the situation of 

war. As far as this relates to my research so after reading this it clear me about abstraction. 

(Winther, R G. 2014) 

As far as I concern with Spirituality It’s the connection with something greater which completes 

us either through prayer or Art, making art and filling the canvas with colors, which have this 

power to fill your emptiness and help you to relax your mind. Spirituality it is a term often used 

uncertainly to refer to an attitude or approach toward life that involves a search for “meaning”. 

Spirituality concerns the feelings stirred or probed by the Art, which may prompt viewers to reflect 

on the meanings of life. Spirituality also gives people a sense of belongings that they crave. A 

feeling that they are the part of something greater than the self. The artworks and the artists 

themselves belong to different cultures, religious backgrounds, it is important that how they 

construe spirituality in their practices. Working through the layers of deep meanings. In the Art 
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like abstraction which relates to spirituality it was believed in the power of symbol, but not in the 

symbol itself. In this ever-changing world, Spiritual artwork provides the space and opportunity 

for contemplation and reflection. Wassily Kandinsky stated that colors are the keyboard for the 

artist, his eye is the hammer and soul is the piano, the artist's hand touches those colors set his soul 

vibrating, which inspires me a lot because I find my relaxation in colors and putting them on the 

canvas. (Arya, R. 2016) 

As we know colors have the power that they can affect us mentally. When I was a child, I always 

attracted to colors, to paint is the only hobby to do in my free time. Whenever I paint, I feel lost 

in those colors at that time, they healed me from my inner side. But I always remain confused 

and conscious of how they affect us in this way? The effect of colors is deeper on our soul, to let 

the eye stray over a palette, splashed with many colors produces dual results. In its first phase, 

there is a purely physical Impression. The eye is either warmed or else soothed or cooled. And 

then in the second phase, the main result of looking at colors is the physical effects they produce 

corresponding spiritual vibrations and that the only step toward the importance of physical 

impression whether the psychic effect of color is the direct one. An example of color is from a 

Dresden doctor relates one of his patients whom he designates as an “exceptionally sensitive 

person” that he could not eat a certain sauce without experiencing a feeling of seeing blue color. 

(Kandinsky, W. 2012) 

 

Colors are powerful enough to irritates us, or relax us. They have power to heal us or injure us. 

They have that power with which they can affects us physically or mentally. When we enters in a 

room, look up at a billboard while stuck in a traffic, or see someone walking toward us colors 

always attracts us. The Yellow wall in a child’s room makes us smile. They have physiological 
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and psychological effects on our bodies. They are egalitarian we all use them to communicate and 

enjoy a wide spectrum of colors in our lives. Colors and their combinations evoke certain emotions. 

We use them in countless combinations to express our ideas and feelings. They are simple and 

complex, it means people from different cultures have their different colors and their meanings 

too. Colors can be personal or universal sending message full of endless variations. Nothing can 

change our mood faster than colors they affects our soul, our senses and even our behavior. 

Psychologically or physiologically. Colors are life for someone or someone hates colors. Someone 

are so sensitive to colors that they can never live without them. After reading this book I got some 

useful information. (Marks, T., & Sutton, T. 2009)                                                                                   

 

Art which is a journey of a free soul, it’s a global language that allows us to speak to our need to 

reveal, heal, and transform. It knows no nation, it favors no race and it has no class, it doesn’t 

matter from where the artist belong who the artist is? Art is equally for everyone and it has its 

importance. Every artist no doubt have his style of creating artwork, a different way of sharing 

their experiences, tragedies, happiness, tensions, secrets good or bad memories Art as a therapy, 

has that much to contribute to the larger conversation about spirituality and wellness. The making 

of Art or creating unique artworks is inherently spiritual. Just like one of the greatest artists Wassily 

Kandinsky who put his great ideas in his book Concerning the Spirituality in Art, which were 

deeply influenced by Theosophy and Spiritualism, he believed that art should go beyond the 

technical skills of observation and execution, or creativity, to provide a method of spiritual growth 

for the artists. The artwork which was made intensely and quickly with the sense of necessity 

appears to serve a greater purpose in the community than individual self-expression. Ways of 

collaborating with different mediums like water, oil, pastels, and wax colors led to understanding 
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that things can take shape and come into being without ‘I’ and ‘My’ decisions. This is was a kind 

of magic flowing with the ‘something’ in the handling of substance, which reliably led to new 

feelings, experiences, and vision. It brought the release of letting go, being with, and relaxation. 

Even when a child creates something with colors or irregular abstract forms he is connected 

spiritually with his work at that time. Whenever I saw paintings I got stuck with their colors 

specially and the forms they give me relaxation only by seeing them. That how beautifully the 

artist creates this work and how he is spiritually connected with this work. (Farrelly-Hansen, M. 

2001) 

Painting has two weapons but I’ll call them its ingredients that are Forms and Colors. The 

composition of a whole picture and the creation of various forms is by standing in different 

relationships with each other which are Colors, forms, and objects. I believe that colors are more 

important to create a painting, when we make a painting, to create something at that time Colors 

are the most important element which allows us to make a special bond with our artwork. Through 

which we are spiritually connected with that work. The Presiding Art mode during and after the 

period of World War II many of the artists moves toward a unique style of painting that has been 

labeled as abstract expressionism, action Paintings, lyrical abstraction and many other types 

characterized by an extremely subjective and personal response in which many of the artists, 

sculptures, and poets were engaged in the search for their own identity and spirituality. In that 

period of World War II, many abstractionists employed geometric forms such as cubes, squares, 

triangle, circles but later by mid of century many of them rejected these forms. As the century 

progressed artist increasingly broke with traditional aesthetics, conventional values, and ideas 

After World War II American artists who came to public attention had been developing their 
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personal styles and identifying spirituality after a long time gestation in the 1930s. (Selz, P., & 

Stiles, K. 1996)        

CHAPTER 3 

Methodology / Findings 

Research Methods 

For my qualitative research I have studied some articles, some of them are from abstraction and 

spiritual based articles. I am investigating through artistic lens. I read few books and one of them 

is the book of most famous Artists “Wassily Kandinsky” I also visit different websites and watched 

different documentaries from youtube. One of book which I read is “Concerning the Spirituality”. 

Through which I got some answers to my questions about spirituality and abstraction, in which he 

told about spirituality in detail. I got this book in pdf form from internet. I also analyzed his 

artworks. And documentary of Hellen Merrin an actress who visited The Modern Museum of Art. 

Interviews 

For my primary research I have conducted two interviews one was structural interview and other 

was semi structural discussion based interview with two young color field abstract artists. I fixed 

my meetings with both of them and asked some question from Saba Hisham and Muhammad 

Hussnain Azam. They both are young Abstract Artist, before interviewing them I make 

questionnaire and then I have conducted interviews via Voice call and Instagram. I asked them to 

share their abstract work and also tell me about that artworks which I have mentioned below. 
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Findings  

Wassily Kandinsky 

Wassily Kandinsky was an abstract color field artist. He was born on December 16th, 1866 in 

Moscow. His family moved to Odessa in 1871 where his father ran his tea factory. He learned 

Piano, Cello, and took drawing with a coach. “I remember that drawing and little bit later painting 

lifted me out of the reality”. (Kandinsky, W. 2001) 

As in this quote, he is saying about his early childhood work he uses the specific color combination 

to express his feelings and emotions which he explained in detail that each color lives by his 

mysterious life. It has its own value and meaning in spirituality. He was practicing this and music 

from his childhood but Wassily Kandinsky’s parent’s saw his future is as a lawyer and in 1893 he 

became Docent (Associate Professor) of law faculty and continued teaching but later he decided 

to devote his life completely to painting. (Kandinsky, W. 2001) 

Later the group of artists of which he is a member includes Painters, Poets< Musicians, Dramatists, 

Critics, all working to the same end which is the expression of SOUL of nature and humanity. He 

always inspires from the music, he paints music that is to say that he has broken down the barrier 

between Music and Painting and isolated the pure emotion which we can say the artistic emotion. 

The power of music is to give the expression, no painting has ever had that precious power which 

Kandinsky is striving to give it that power and prove the logical analogy between color and sound, 

line and rhythm of the beat. (Harrison, T. 1996) 

“Helen Mirren” is a fantastic actor and an art lover, on the visit of the Museum of “Modern Art” 

she said “What I love the most is to paint on canvas, or paint on wood, or paint on anything. It is 

what gives me the most pleasure in my downtime. I just feel great to visit art gallery, just ignore 
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everything and go to one painting and just spend 5 to 10 minutes with that painting. I always look 

at the painting really very close to them, just to experience the struggle, the anger, and the mood 

and try to feel the experience of the painting as the painter did. According to her “Wassily 

Kandinsky” believes that a man without music in himself is nothing, the emotion of his spirit are 

dull as night. Musical sound acts directly onto the soul. She said on this visit to The Museum of 

Modern Art that “The song can travel straight into heart the way a Painting can.” Merrin, H. (2011) 

“Colors is the keyboard, the eyes are the hammers, the soul is the piano with many strings and the 

artist is the hand which plays, touching one key or another to cause vibration in the soul” Wassily 

Kandinsky. (Kandinsky, W 2012)  

Artwork Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

As we can see different colors in this figure 1 yellow, blue, red, orange, green, white pink and 

shapes different square circle oval, for Kandinsky they all have different spiritual values. The 
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deeper the blue, becomes the more strongly it call the person toward infinity awaking in him a 

desire of purity, and as brighter it comes it losses its sound and until it turns into silent. Music have 

that power which directly influences the soul. And colors have that power which can express your 

inner feelings. Colors and forms are two weapons of the paintings and the emotions with which an 

artist done his work. This painting realize me the different meanings on colors somewhere there is 

a blue which mean purity, infinity and somewhere there is yellow which is warm color and always 

gives us a warm feeling but a happy color. In each box there is a perspective made by the 

compositions of colors and forms, a circle in a circle. An oval in a circle and again a circle in a 

circle it allows the eyes to move deeper to its end point, just like the more abstract is the painting 

the more appealing it becomes. There is music present in his paintings but we have to feel that by 

looking it with the artistic eye. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     
Fig. 2 Kandinsky, W. (2012) (Garden in Murnao 
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Sidelnikov, E. Kandinsky and Gabrielle Munter went to European countries at the end of 1904, 

which inspired him and determined the direction later artistic experiment. He spend several months 

in Paris where he made more bright and energetic paintings which has had a significance impact 

on his color palette and combinations. In the summer of 1909 Kandinsky and Munter went to a 

small town of Murnau in the foothills of the Bavarian Alps. After this trip he started making 

abstract work. This painting “The Garden in Murnau” is one of his landscape paintings. In this 

work of Kandinsky there is quit distinguishable objects, their outlines are blurred and borders are 

also arbitrary. He painted landscapes in Murnau. Later Kandinsky said “I had no interest in trees 

or the house itself. Blending into the canvas of colored lines and spots, I wanted to make objects 

sing with the power that was known to me alone.” 
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Appendix 1 

Interview  

For my qualitative research I am conducting a structural interviews with color field Abstract Artist. 

I have fixed a meeting with her, I have prepared some questions which I have asked from her via 

voice notes. 

Interview with Saba Hisham on April 18, 2020. This Interview was conducted via Voice notes. 

 

Saba Hisham is one of the color field Lahore based Artists. She has done Masters in Commerce 

as her parents didn’t allow her to go to an art field. She has done many diplomas from various 

institutes in Fine Arts. She is passionate and practicing art from her childhood. Now she is running 

her own brand BA-ZOQ and works commercially. She also participated in various national 

exhibitions and done two solo exhibitions. She also works with different media groups, 

multinational companies, and some exporters to send her work abroad like Malaysia, Turkey, and 

Indonesia. 

   

Q: What is Abstraction and Spirituality for you? 

“Abstraction for me is a very unique and fascinating phase that allows me to mingle reality and 

imagination both at the same place” 

And when we talk about Spirituality “Everyone has different ideas and concerns, for me spirituality 

is that phase where your consciousness and sub consciousness both are working at the same time, 

where you feel attached beyond space and time”.  
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For example, if I am working on the canvas, so that canvas, that medium, that platform allows me 

to transform my thoughts whatever it is and in that process of transformation I don’t care about 

what is the time, where I am, and that the bounding with my medium that somehow I can say I am 

spiritually connected with my medium at that time. In which we can include our color palate also.” 

  

Q: What is the relation between Abstraction and Spirituality? 

 “For me, there is a very strong relationship between these two, because the only abstraction allows 

you to transfer your spiritual concerns, where there are boundaries, limitations, where you have to 

work for some quality standards there might be your spiritual concerns becomes at the backend. 

Because Art without spirituality is nothing. Because when you are not deeply connected with your 

work than how it could be good art. Spirituality is a key concern which is very important for Art. 

So Art without Spirituality is blank.” 

Q: What are the effect of COLORS on us? 

“Colors!!! For me colors are very important, they have the power to change your mood, even your 

life. They have that power to heal you. Your color selection represents your personality, either you 

are a progressive person or negative concern person. I am a color based Artist and for Colors are 

my life, I am nothing without colors.” 

Q: What happened in the specific time, the 1910s that a group of artists move toward 

abstraction? What you know about this. 

“We as artists, we always go through all the history. World war I, world war II, and over time they 

become in front of all the people, all the incidents may have deep effects on the artist because the 

artist is the one who is God gifted. Who are sensitive and have that power to represent not only 

there but also their society's problem too. And just like this, there are movements, Expressionism, 
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Abstract Expressionism, in which they tried to express their emotions through abstract figures, 

color strokes, color selections, and many more things. 

Art works Analyzing  

1st Work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“This work is based on artists multiple thoughts, every color in this painting moving separately 

and in opposite direction by having their own meaning and identity. Every color is trying to say 

different things. When I get a lot of suggestions, different tracks are coming in front of me, 

different challenges are facing at the same time but still feels confuse by think what I want that 

time. This is all when I was making this work.” 

2nd Work 
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I always got my inspiration from different experiences of my life. They fascinates me to make my 

work in different angle with different techniques until I feel satisfaction by doing that. As you can 

see a tree in this painting, basically I related tree to myself. And the hardness which I am feeling 

in my surroundings, like nothing is complementing me. Everything is moving against me but I am 

still there to face them all bad situation, this is what I want to show from my painting. 

3rd Work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“In this painting I tried to show my multiple thoughts and experiences. When I was child I always 

paint as well as I am good in studies too, my parents never allows me to take Art as profession. So 

thorough this painting I tried to those both things that how I carry both things at the same time, 

when no one’s supports you, everything goes beyond your limits and cross your thoughts, but with 

all these distractive and disturbing situation. How I make my identity by realizing who I am? And 

where I am belongs to, so by thinking all these things and situations I tried to give color and texture 

with different things.” 
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Findings and Analysis 

After interviewing her I come to know that how she is connected to her work. She believes that 

Art without spirituality is nothing its blank. Spirituality is that phase for her when consciousness 

and sub consciousness both work at the same time and feels attached beyond time and space. She 

likes to work with abstracted concerns without boundaries and limits and can’t work with realistic 

work where she can’t do creativity. For her abstraction and spirituality are strongly connected. 

That whenever we do Art we can’t make our work successive until we are spiritually connected 

with it. We can’t tell others about our work until we are purely connected with that. She loves 

colors as she believes colors have that power that can heal you from your inner side. And that the 

concerns which may I want to find out because I feel colors are my life too, I can’t live without 

them I feel myself complete with colors they have that power to relax me, to change my mood in 

a second. They heal me from my inner side from my childhood when colors are only my hobby to 

do paintings I don’t need anything else accept this I feel complete with this. They fade away from 

my pain and sorrows and fill that emptiness. By seeing her work I realize that she always got her 

inspirations through different situations and experiences of her life. She tried to make her artwork 

full of spirituality and abstraction. In her 3rd painting she tried to show her major experience when 

she was struggling with both his passion and profession. Her paintings are full of colors.  
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Appendix 2 

Second Interview 

I have conducted my second semi structural interview with another abstract color field artist 

Muhammad Hussain Azam. It’s a discussion based interview I got chance to learn more in from 

him. 

Interview with Muhammad Hussnain Azam on April 22nd, 2020. This interview was conducted 

via Instagram 

Muhammad Hussnain Azam. He is an Abstract artist who belongs to Sialkot but lives in Lahore 

for study concerns. He has done B.Arch. from the Institute of Art and Culture. He started practicing 

Art from 2016. When he realized that to express his feelings, emotions, and experiences he needs 

some medium otherwise he might die then he chose “colors” and “Art” as a medium to express his 

feelings in the form of painting, sculpture, or poetry. 

Q: What you think about Spirituality and its connection with abstraction? 

Muhammad Hussnain Azam said that “If you are not spiritually connected with your work, your 

artwork is incomplete. As it has a strong connection with abstraction, without spirituality 

abstraction is nothing. And if I talk about myself I feel like it’s in me, in my personality. I always 

try to give colors to whatever I made from my soul by getting fully involved in that work. You can 

see abstraction in my every work either it’s in sculpture or panting every inch of my work, each 

color of my work means a lot to me and they have their meanings and secrets behind them and I 

am highly spiritually connected to my every word.”  
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● “Childhood memories”, “Self Portrait” and “Entire life” 

Artwork Analysis  

1st work 

      

 

 

 

 

 

“In this work, he represented some incidents of his childhood. He uses different colors to represent 

them, he uses white color in the ground of this painting to show the nature and the purity of nature, 

but on the upper area of the ground where people live, he uses dark colors to represent the inner 

darkness of the people and negativities of the society for that child. Just like this, there is a small 

house which is also painted white but with some dark spots to show both sides positivity and 

negativities of the people living in it.” 

 When I first saw this work I started thinking about it by seeing every color and stroke which is 

given in this painting that actually what the artist is trying to say. It looks quite interesting that 

how he chose colors for this painting and especially the placement of colors matter a lot especially 

the white part in the ground and over the dark colors which are representing purity, positivity’s 
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and nature because white colors always use to represent purity and peace. As compared to this 

there are dark colors including black, maroon, dark brown. Which is depicting the fights, pain, 

sorrow, and especially the negativities of the society for that child. 

2nd work 

 

This work is based on poetry, artist tried to show two phases of his life one is the poet (Shair) and 

the other is comedian (Maskhra) he uses the cubism technique in this with some sharp colors. He 

shows a distorted face from different angles. He said that the poet is who share his experiences, 

and emotions beautifully to his audience, and the audience which artist calls comedian enjoys that 

laughs or claps. Without think about the poet how sad he is or which situation he facing they just 

enjoys the poetry.   
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3rd Work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“This work is based on the life of artist. Every color have its own meaning according to the 

personality or memories of the artist. According to him the placement of colors really matters, just 

like Black lines are separating two phases of his life. Red color depicts sorrowful moments, sad 

feelings and bad time of his life. Dark brown color depicts ground, Earth which he feels there is 

present or not. Yellow color depicts opportunities which he gets in his life. White color depicts 

successes which he gets. He uses Blue color to represent love of his life. By looking on all the 

colors and their patches we can observe the life of the artist.” I like how he plays with colors to 

show his entire life, his life incidents. He symbolizes each color with certain things. A picture with 

full of meanings. By looking at this work my eyes moves with the strokes of colors, how 

beautifully uses each color to show different things, feelings, emotions, achievements and love. 
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Findings and Analysis 

Abstraction and Spirituality, when we talk about these two terms the first thing which comes into 

our minds is what they meant for. Abstraction in itself is to distort reality, and to present our inner 

feelings, emotion through different lines, colors, and forms which are spiritually connected with 

us. When I was a child I always use colors to draw different things, colors and drawings were 

always my first hobby to do. I remember me some childhood memories when I use to draw abstract 

things on my notebook and to color them that time I feel like I was connected to something else, 

that time I don’t care where I am, I was just connected to my colors and mediums to put my 

emotions and my thought onto paper. Now it becomes a part of my personality I feel completely 

myself with colors. Colors are my life I can’t live without them. And this always encourages me 

to explore more and investigate what are the different concerns of Artists and what they think 

about Abstraction and Spirituality that’s why I chose one of the famous Artist Wassily Kandinsky 

who was color field artist and two contemporary Artist “Saba Hisham and Muhammad Hussain 

Azam” I am investigating these artists how to work in abstraction and what they think about 

spirituality and their different concerns about these two 
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Comparative Analysis 

I have studied artists both contemporary and from history. Wassily Kandinsky, and contemporary 

artist Saba Hisham and Muhammad Hussain Azam. After studying their works I come to know 

that they have different beliefs for spirituality. The purpose of spirituality is to make connections 

with bigger than over selves. Wassily Kandinsky was greatly influenced by the emotional effects 

of colors and consider himself in powerful psychic effects of colors in the cohesive spiritual 

experience of art. He believes that colors are the keyboard, eyes are the hammers, and the soul is 

the piano with many strings. He was always inspired by the music he loves to paint music. He has 

broken down the barrier between music and painting and isolated the pure emotion. The power of 

music is to give expression. No painting has ever had such a precious power. His inspiration comes 

from music. Saba Hisham who is a contemporary color based artist she always gets her inspiration 

from memories and experiences of her life. She says that abstraction is something that allows you 

to say everything without any limit and spirituality is something which gives you a chance to make 

a stronger bond with something greater than you. She believes that colors are power full language 

and medium that gives the life to the artwork you made. Just like the Wassily Kandinsky said each 

color has its own meaning and they live by mysterious life. Muhammad Hussain Azam who is 

another contemporary color field artist he feels that it’s all the game of colors that plays a vital role 

in abstraction and making a bond with spirituality. He said that he always attracted to the grey 

color as it is the color of the soul. He describes abstraction and spirituality in this way that they 

both are incomplete without each other as the Saba Hisham said that if there is no spirituality there 
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will be no abstraction. Muhammad Hussain Azam also gets his inspirations through the 

experiences and memories and by observing his surroundings. 

 

Conclusions  

I believe that there is a strong connection between Abstraction and Spirituality. They are the two 

terms that have a unique connection with each other. Abstractions are something through which 

we can show anything which we can’t explain. Abstraction means to distort reality and spirituality 

is what makes a strong connection with the abstraction that allows the artist to get attached with 

something greater beyond its limits. Every artist has different concerns about spirituality how he 

feels about it. Someone believes that he is spiritually connected with colors and someone believes 

that he is spiritually connected with mediums. As far as I have studied about colors, mediums, 

inspirations, texture, forms everything has its languages. For me, colors are the most important 

part of all abstractions and spirituality. It allows you to talk through different things. Colors are so 

powerful they have thousands of meanings. Just like the red colors itself known as the color of 

love, as well as the color of blood, pain, and danger. Abstraction is that allows you to represent 

your thoughts memories differently. 
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